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RELATIVE FUSION�EVAPORATION YIELDSIN THE VICINITY OF 100Sn�M. Woli«skaand the NORDBALL ollaborationHeavy Ion Laboratory and Institute of Experimental PhysisWarsaw University, Pasteura 5A, 02-093 Warsaw, Poland(Reeived January 7, 2000)Results of a measurement of relative yields of nulei populated in heavyion indued fusion-evaporation reations in the region of 100Sn are pre-sented. Yields for altogether 18 produts of the 58Ni(50Cr; xpy�zn) rea-tion, were determined at 5 beam energies, basing on intensities of  raysfeeding ground states of respetive nulei.PACS numbers: 27.60.+j 1. IntrodutionDuring the last deade, many experimental and theoretial investiga-tions have been devoted to studying exoti, very neutron de�ient nuleiin the viinity of the N = Z = 50 doubly-magi shell losure. Exitedstates of nulei in this region are usually investigated in heavy ion induedfusion-evaporation reations, in whih the total ross-setion is fragmentedinto many exit residue hannels, orresponding to various ombination ofprotons, neutrons and �-partiles emitted from the ompound nuleus. In-formation on yields of nulei produed in suh reations is both sare andmuh needed � as it is essential for planning experiments aiming at obser-vation of more and more neutron de�ient nulei. These yields are in generalpoorly reprodued (or predited) by available statistial fusion-evaporationodes, whih also indiates that physial proesses governing the evaporationof partiles from a ompound nuleus in the proximity of the proton dripline are not well understood. In this work we report on preliminary resultsof the measurement of relative evaporation ross setion for nulei produedin one of the typial reations used to study very neutron de�ient nulei inthe region.� Presented at the XXVI Mazurian Lakes Shool of Physis, Krzy»e, PolandSeptember 1�11, 1999. (455)



456 M. Woli«ska2. ExperimentThe experiment was performed at the Tandem Aelerator Laboratory inRisø, Denmark with the NORDBALL detetor array [1,2℄. Beam of 58Ni washitting a thin (0.25 mg/m2) 50Cr target, leading to the ompound nuleus108Te. Data were olleted at �ve beam energies: 201, 216, 231, 246 and261 MeV. The target was baked by 23 mg/m2 of 197Au. The baking wasthik enough to stop the reoil nulei produed in the reation. The thintarget used assured that the reation energy was well de�ned, the energyloss of beam partiles traversing the total thikness of the target was about6 MeV (similar at eah of the 5 bombarding energies). In this experimentNORDBALL was equipped with 15 Ge Compton suppressed spetrometers,a Neutron Wall [3℄ onsisting of 11 liquid sintillator neutron detetors, aSilion Ball [4℄ onsisting of 21 silion �E detetors for the identi�ationof harged partiles and 30 BaF2 sintillators for -ray multipliity �ltering.Events were aepted by the data aquisition system if at least one Comptonsuppressed -ray was deteted in the Ge detetors and one -ray in the BaF2array. 3. Data analysis and resultsMany di�erent �nal nulei are simultaneously produed in the reationwhih was studied in the present experiment. In optimal onditions, pro-dution yields of these nulei ould be determined from intensities of -raytransitions feeding respetive ground states, measured in a single -ray spe-trum, unbiased by any other experimental onditions, suh as the trigger re-quirement. Suh a simple proedure was however not possible in the presentase. First, the hardware trigger ondition mentioned above had to be used.Moreover, intensities of -ray lines belonging to spei� nulei ould not bepreisely determined in single -ray spetra, due to the very large numberof -ray lines present in suh spetra.Intensities of -ray transitions feeding the ground states were thus de-termined from intensities of -oinidene peaks. In ase of even nuleithe 2+ ! 0+, 4+ ! 2+ -ray oinidene peaks were used. For odd nulei,attempts were made to properly estimate the intensities of all transitionsfeeding the ground states, also using the oinidene data. Note that in thisanalysis, data from the Silion Ball and the Neutron Wall were not used.This was due to the fat that e�ienies for the detetion of partiles arenot known a priori and bear a ompliated dependene on the beam energyand partiular reation hannel, making the estimation of the produtionyield di�ult and unertain.
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Fig. 1. Relative yields of nulei produed by the emission of protons, � partiles andneutrons from the ompound nuleus 108Te, determined at �ve 58Ni beam energies(E). See also explanations in the text.



458 M. Woli«skaThe yields determined as desribed above are a�eted by the e�etive(hardware plus software) trigger ondition that at least one -ray was de-teted in the BaF2 ball and two in the Ge detetors. The in�uene of thisondition on the measured yields is di�erent for nulei produed with dif-ferent average -ray multipliities. This e�et, whih in some ases stronglyhanges the measured yields, is also studied using the present data and willbe desribed in detail in the forthoming publiation. Results presentedbelow are not orreted for di�erenes in the -ray multipliities.Altogether 18 residual nulei were identi�ed in the experiment, with therelative yields ranging from 1�36% at 201MeV, 0.3�39% at 216MeV, 0.3�42%at 231MeV, 0.2�31% at 246MeV and 0.4�18% at 261MeV. The results areshown in Fig. 1. The dominating reation hannels are those in whih onlyprotons are emitted. Only for the two highest beam energies (246 and 261MeV) the hannels assoiated with the emission of a neutron or an alphapartile in addition to 3 or 4 protons beome strong. Work on omparisonof the measured yields with results of alulations using statistial fusion-evaporation odes is in progress.Partial support of the Polish Committee for Sienti� Researh undergrant 2-PO3B-023-08 is aknowledged.REFERENCES[1℄ B. Herskind, Nul. Phys. A447, 395 (1985).[2℄ G. Sletten, Pro. Int. Seminar on Frontier of Nulear Spetrosopy, Kyoto1992, World Sienti�, Singapore 1993.[3℄ S.E. Arnell et al., Nul. Instrum. Methods A300, 303 (1991).[4℄ T. Kuroyanagi et al., Nul. Instrum. Methods A316, 289 (1992).


